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Many challenging questions were raised during the Workshop 
and in the correspondence, about it. Some were discussed at length 
or in part, others not at all. The following discussion questions. 
based on a list prepared by Kenneth Manning and myself and on 
proposals by Judy Grabiner, Philip Jones, Michael Crowe and others, 
are suggested as suitable points of departure for future discussion. 
1. What qualifications are required from a historian who wants to 
wants to write on mathematics after 1750? 
2. Is mathematics an exception to the rule that every science, 
even in a very broad sense, is continually being tested by history? 
3. What are the most important audiences for a historian of 
modern mathematics? 
4. What is the role of the history of mathematics: a) in 
educating mathematicians and scientists, b) in college liberal 
arts programs? 
5. In what respects do our views on mathematics and the 
history of mathematics depend on the current state of mathematics 
and on related techniques? 
6. What are the criteria for the acceptance or rejection of 
mathematical theories, including new theorems, new definitions, 
and counter examples? 
7. To what extent and why did mathematics in the U.S. shift 
from applied towards more ‘rpure’f, abstract, perhaps formal and 
foundational problems in the twentieth century? 
8. How did contemporary mathematicians in the past decide 
which (non-rigorous) arguments were convincing? 
9. What are the changes in standards of proof from the 18th 
and 19th to 20th centuries? 
10. To what extent did Boole, Peano, Frege, and Whitehead 
and Russell have common purposes in developing symbolic logic 
as a language for mathematics? What are its roles in mathem- 
atical logic and in linguistics today? 
11. What has prompted the writing of books on the “philosophy” 
of mathematics, and has this development been continuous? 
12. What is the role played by inductive reasoning in mathem- 
atics? What is the difference between inductive reasoning and 
intuition? 
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13. What was the influence of the emergence of the paradoxes 
of set theory on the course taken by foundational research programs? 
14. In what way do the infinitesimals used in the "non-standard 
analysis of today differ from the "abominable little zeroes" which 
we thought Weierstrass had banished? 
15. What are the roles of integration theory and function 
spaces in the history of mathematical analysis in the 20th century? 
